
THE TASTING PANEL
This month’s box is full of summer smashers. Get them chilled, get in the 

garden and enjoy one of life’s biggest pleasures – lazy afternoons with 
great beer and friends.

Lost and Grounded/Cloudwater/Jopen Summer Session No 1
We’re kicking off with the classic summer style – trashy light lager. Inspired by the 
ultra-pale Mexican lagers (but minus the skunked aroma, additives and rushed 
fermentation) this is designed to be slung back like you mean it. It’s still got a serious 
hop note to it (how could it not with these brewers?) but underneath it is light, zingy 
and lightning fast on the finish. It’s the perfect refresher after mowing the lawn, or 
indeed cleansing your soul and palate after an ill-advised garden barley wine bottle 
share. Or is that just us?

De la Senne/Birrificio Lambrate Lambrozenne
A black IPA brewed with the Birrificio Lambrate brewpub just outside of Milan, Italy. 
I know what you’re thinking – a black IPA in summer?! But this is a black IPA with a 
difference – first there’s a distinctly Belgian twist in some light aromatic esters, then 
on the palate there are touches of liquorice and blackberry before a light, roasted 
finish. Have this with your barbecued meats, I promise you won’t be disappointed.
 
Verzet Golden Tricky
Verzet are one of our favourite breweries at the moment. They are somewhat in the 
vein of De La Senne in that they love to add lots of bitterness and keep the ABVs in 
check, but they have their own unique style too. In this beer they have combined a 
classic banana-y Belgian strong ale with Aussie hops, which add citrus and passion 
fruit for a really heady but sinkable blond.
 
Tø Øl Sur DDH Citra
Normally we wouldn’t recommend a DDH beer for summer – the rich, heady hoppiness 
and thicker mouthfeel of the New England styles aren’t always the most refreshing. But 
the whack of tartness in the Tø Øl Sur range makes them incredibly thirst-quenching, 
and the huge hit of citrus from the citra only makes it more summery and crushable.
 
Buxton Pale
Buxton have been making some big changes to their portfolio this year,  going into 
can and expanding their series of specials. This pale ale is the second in a series of 
rotating hop beers, and this one has the delicious sounding blend of Citra, Ekuanot & 
Victoria Secret, bringing plenty of bitterness but most importantly lots of tropical fruit 
and a little piney bite too. It’s gonna be a great fridge filler this summer – get more 
before they move on to version three!



White Hag/Brew By Numbers Table Saison
Saisons were designed specifically the quench the thirst of seasonal workers in the 
fields of Belgium and France, so there is no better fit for summer. Often the ABVs 
of modern saisons get a little beyond sessionable, but this table saison from two 
of Europe’s best mixed ferm brewers is a delight at just 2.6%. Layered with lots of 
classic saison aroma as well as a grainy, bready malt bill that adds body and depth, 
it’s delicious straight from the can when you need it most.

Northern Monk Obelisk
Ah well there had to be a hazy juicebomb in here somewhere didn’t they? These 
beers just smell like summer. Obelisk is a TRIPLE hopped (we don’t know when in the 
hell you add more hops) pale ale brewed in collaboration with the Hyde Park Brass 
Band – who clearly like their beers as pumpin’ as their tunes. With Citra, Simcoe and 
Ekuanot you get maximum sweet tropical fruit, pine needles and dankness. We think 
this is a great sunset sipper.

Tiny Rebel Frambuzi
Tiny Rebel love to play around with nostalgic, childish flavours but if you think this is 
in the vein of their adjunct stouts you’re in for a surprise. This is a really well made, 
balanced and refreshing berlinerweiss-style sour with heaps of raspberries added 
for a fresh and vibrant aroma. It’s slightly jammy, but that lemony tartness cuts right 
through.

Augustiner Helles
A beer that likely needs no introduction, Augustiner Helles is one of the finest lagers 
in the world. If you are looking for summery refreshment, no one does it better that 
the Munich maestros – their lagers are born to be drunk by the litre in hot, sunny beer 
gardens. Clean as a whistle, with soft bready notes and lots of lemon and fresh grass 
aroma Augustiner Helles is just about the most drinkable beer we know – be warned, 
you’ll be three sips in and the whole thing will be gone.

Magic Rock/North Brewing Things You Can’t Unsee
Marrying up our traditional brewing heritage and our US-influenced modern scene 
has proved incredibly hard. Many breweries have tried and pretty much all have 
failed, but this one comes pretty close. It has a classic Yorkshire Bitter style malt bill 
with lots of caramel and some dried fruit notes, but then a layer of piney and citrusy 
hops including Amarillo, Simcoe and Huell Melon all on the back end. The result is a 
rich aroma but a very easy drinking beer, just like a bitter should be.


